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1  i d you See that rendition of the letter? 

2 A Pardon? 

3 D you see that draft of what Edgar retLrned t: 

4 Mr. White in that group of letters there? 

5  A Do I see the - repeat the question? Do I see 

6 what -

7 j After it was -- edited or changed or whatever by 

* Mr. Edgar, sent back to TVA, you said you saw the draft of 

9 that letter; right? 

10ol A I did not see what Edgar sent on the telephone 

11 machine. My understanding is they took the Edgar draft and 

12 then typed ancther version of the lett-r and showed that to 

13 me.  

14 Q Dc you see that there? 

15 A That, the best I can tell, is the letter that went 

16 out on March 20th, well, very close to the letter that went 

17 ;| cat, with one except:on.  

18 C We will probably talk about that.  

19 Do you know who was doing all the writing of 

20 these, of tne drafts, and who was assi.gne te task of 

Wr21 rti.n the lAtter? 

22 A Cther than Edgar, because Edgar wasn't assigned 

23 the task cf wr.tinq the letter, but wcthin TVA, the u:.«mate 

24 reso- .s.=.;.ty :: -;.... .7 .. arour., ar.3 : -hing the *earl.es 

r3-.:3 wore e.--er :=:-..-; !..cttly out cf !A =r .:*-.s.r.; 
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1 Certainly Gridley was charge,d -i the responsibilty e 

2 getting the letter out. And I am sure that there were people 

::T.* r. his shop who were putting all the proper, what they 

4 considered to be the licensing aspects in the letter.  

5 Bu t , again, the ltter, who had what hand in 

6 i writing the letter, there were probably a lot of people.  

7 There were probably a lot of the people that were surrounding 

a White as advisors who were comentinq. I suspect that Kelly 
9 had a hand in shaping the letter. I suspect that Huston had 

10 some hand in it. I did. Gridley did.  

1 1  3  You had other than what you have already told us 

12 about, or did you have any other handling? Were you 

13 A involved -

14 A No, I did not sit down there and say that, you 

15 1 know, add this or add this or take this out. I may have said 

16 back in the back room in there where the people were working 

17 i on it, this ought to be made clearer or r nething like that.  

18 This. ought to be expanded on.  

19 3 Did you ever sit down -.  

20 A Once it came back from Edgar, i had no probbler 

21 with it.  

22 w ere you ever present when Mr. White told a 

23 person, that is your responsibility to write the letter cr 

;4 see -. a: t.e Lotter is vr.tten? 
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1 'Y nR. REI-SART: 

2 ; G Along that line, just to clarify my point, you 

3 don't recall wr. White ever telLing you or Xr. Sullivan or 

4 you and Mr. Sullivan together, you have this assignment? 

5 A To write the Letter? 

6 C Write the letter, handle the situation, get it 

7 resolved. Like you are in charge? 

8 A So.  

9 M S. BAUSER: Do you have a basis fnr that 

10 question? 

11 MR. REINHART: Yes, I do.  

12 MS. BAUSER: Why don't you provide it. I'm not 

13 I aware of it.  

14 .MR. REINHART: That is fine. I 'ust asked the 

15 question.  

16 MS. BAUSER: No, it is not a lgeitinate question 

17 1 to ask on that, if you have made it up.  

18 MR. REI.!HART: That is my question. He answered 

19 the question. I thought he gave a good answer.  

20 BY Ma. ROBINSON: 

21 : have one question going back to the weeken.d .  

22 I betweenr. the t.me you forwarded the letter or Gr.dley 

23 i forwarded the letter to Edgar. You said you came back and 

v4 y:o ?.a s:-e .. s:ss.5r. w.:.t Edgar abcut the :etter /C.: v

Syr r s .. .n.:r. r :er .a:s 
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I to him Curing those discussions? 

2' A I had done that in the first phone call from 

3 Chattanccga, when : called him and said that the prtlesn : 

4 have got with this is as follows. And I explained what it 

5 was. And I said that there may be other problems. Somebody 

6 ought to look at the thing more from a legal licensing point 

7 of view than I am capable of doing, but it ought to be looked 

I at.  

9  0 The draft that is identified as R-3, which you 

10 l ndicated appears to be the draft that you looked at before 

11 you sent to Edgar? 

12 A Yes.  

13 Q notice it mentions Diablo Canyon. What other 

14 plant did you th.nk was mentioned in that letter? 

15 A The Callaway plant.  

16 Q Did you discuss the Callaway decision with Edgar 

17 over that weekend at all? 

18 A No, I did not, because my issue which I raised 

19 with him before I left was one of the wisdom of citing, be it 

20 Diablo Canyon or be it C-..lway, not the specifics of it.  

21 didn't have the foggiest idea what the decisions were. Uv 

22 issue was one of comparability.  

23 By t.at time he had already, based on the 

24 3tsrsii.:. .a-': : n.a= w'r-. n.. cr. T e weekend, :-1:: :s-.I: 

S .- wu. =e *::or .ct t:e .. t hat' nthere. S: t.n*re as ': 
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1 discussion.  

2 Q To your knowledge, Mr. Wegner, was it Mr. Edgar 

3 that inserted the word -pervasive in the draft of tne cver 

4 letter? 

5 A Yes.  

6 Q Do you know that for a fact? 

7 A I have got to go, I guess it is by deduction more 

8 than anything else, because the Letter that went to Edgar 

9 didn't have it in. And when it was later reported to me that 

10 this is essentially the Edgar version, it .ad it in there.  

11 So I don't think anybody would have added it. They certainly 

12 hadn't added it up to that time.  

13 BY MR. RzEINrART: 

14 r. Wegner, what was the timing there from when 

15 ysu recommended to and Mr. Gridley sent the letter, then you 

16 i said you went away, and when you came back and saw -- was it 

17 the next Monday, a week later? 

18 A Ch, no, it would ha'e been following, like, i: : 

19 had left on a Thursday or Friday, then I would have been back 

20 on the followLng Monday or Tuesday. Somewhere in that, a 

21 matter of several days.  

22 Okay. Okay.  

23 BY KR. ROBINSCN: 

24 s  r y : arrzw tow. the t.-e !ra.7 - .4 

:- =-- -:'e spct..:siay, .t. .-.at pac age Cf docK&.-.es, C nt 
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S cdraft ident.f.ed as R-3 is undated. And the draft that Is 

2 identified as R-4, which contains the "pervasive' and 

3 *e;_mnates the references to other plants, has some 

4 handwritten notations, February 19th up in the upper 

5 right-hand corner. We obtained these copies, or ties* copies 

6. were evidently obtained from a file of a gentleman by the 

7 I name of Tom Burdette.  

8 Do you think it is possible that your examination 

9 of R-3 was earlier in February or before the 19th of 

10 i February? 

11 A I really cannct -- I just -- you know, the dates 

12 to me are 4ust all in a fuzz. I really don't k.now when all 

13 I this took place. All I know is it was before March 20th.  

14 And -

15 One other comment I thought I heard you make was 

16j about the guys in the back room that were working on this 

17 letter. Who were those guys? 

18 A They were Kelly was one, Huston was another.  

19 Again, there were -- this doesn't mean -- I don't went to 

20 create the Lmpress.on t.at nere sat this group of people and 

21 they were 'ust sitting there. This was a room, I am going t: 

22 j describe it, ' don't know if you have seen it, but at the 

23 time .t was a room about like tiis (indicatingi, it haa no 

;4 rr--.:r.s L" .t, -: -.:s- sA! atcut t.ne desks .. .;. An.

S nr.ny:c=y :na: was ar. a:::.s:: : t:W..:e ha! a UesK, an.= 
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I sometimes if you were there you had a desk, but if you went 

2 away, you were gone for a week, someone else would eccupy 

3 your desk. .t was kind of a place where you cculd put your 

4 stuff.  

5 ,What that meant, though, was that when there was a 

6 particular issue such as the March 20 Letter in preparation, 

7 even though there would be a guy sitting here and he would Le 

11 writing away, he would have a lot of kibbitters arodtd.  

9 Sullivan, for example, was there; Henry Stone was there; 

10 i everybody that was at that time in any way designated as an 

11 advisor to White. Okay? 

12 That would have incluced Brodsky from BCTA. That 

13 would have included Bass, if he were there, which he really 

14 wasn't, but he could have walked in and walked out. There 

15 were at least seven, eight, nine people that could have been 

16 involved, although very manor cases, hey, take a look at 

17 this, see if this makes any sense to you. That is what they 

18 were there for. But the people that had more direct 

19 involvement, the people that were really involved on a 

20 ser-.ous basis, -nt that any of this vculd be unserious, were 

21 Kelly and Huston and Siskin, when he was there, Suill.van.  

22 i That is about what it was.  

23 Dc 3 you have any feel for a specific poi.nt i. t.7e* 

24 -- : a- n:t aso-v.n. r a sp:i;.f: date -- but w*en :-. :Aso 

2; ;: 2:.-; *,.-,s "*/:r .etter <"in: :: swit.ed- f;r =*. g; 
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1 prepared by licensing and people in Licensing and moved into 

2 the realm of beirg prepared by the advisors? Cr did that 

3 happer.? 

4 A Oh, I think it happened. I think -- again, I 

5 'r.' know where the original draft of the letter was 

6 written. It could have been written in QA and then given to 

7 jlicensing or it could have been written in licensing but 

l8 icensing had the lead. I think there was no question in 

9 Gridley's mind that he clearly had to get the agreement of 

10 i the advisors, as it were. I am a litcle bit fuzzy. When 

11 does Kelly take over as the head of QA. Because he goes from 

12 an advisacr, and all of a sudden, next time you turn around he 

13 is the QA manager, all right? So I don't know when that 

14 occurred. But Ln any role, he is going to have a very heavy 

15 hand in agreeing or concurring with this letter, because it 

16 is a GA issue. And the same with Huston.  

17 Q Once -

18  A Up to a point Huston is an advisor, and then the 

19 next thing, you turn around he is a deputy to Kelly as the QA 

20 manager.  

2 1  C "nce the draft came back from Mr. Edgar, are you 

22 1 aware of any activity on the part of any of the advisors as 

23 far as making further editorial changes to the cover lerter' 

: 4  A Nc. hat irs E.t say.ng that they i:r.' :-r.  

A ^a-a, : a- ;.-n;g -n t'e Zas.s that GriCdey :am.e t: -* ar.: 

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. I.C 
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1 sai, thi.s is *ssentially what we got from Eagar. So there 

2 may have been a minor change or two, but nothing 

3 substantial.  

4 Q And what he gave to you was a typewritten 

5 version? 

6 A Yes.  

7 It was not something that contained Mr. Edgar's 

I handwriting? 

9 A No. It was a version ready to go.  

10 BY MR. REINHART: 

1 1  0 Earlier you mentioned in the back room those that 
12 were serious.: involved. You said Kelly, Huston and then 

13 after some hesitation, you mentioned Siskin and Sullivan.  

14 Was that that you knew they were the ones or 4ust maybe -

15 A No. The reason I said that was that Siskin, even 
16 i at that time, was a such -- he was not there that often, lik, 
17 in my case. I am not there all the time, whereas Kelly and 
18 Huston were. They were essentially there full time. So it 
19 is not a case where Siskin may have only been there one day 
2 i out of f:ur. But if he were there, there is no question that 
2: because of his background and his knowledge and exper.er.ce.  

22 | that he would have been shown the letter and asked sfr !.s 
23 coaernt.  

:4 

-
.

t  e sa r le " ^ .as : .e w .t- s ...- . ·. -
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sav.n. net thae experience and background that SIsk.n ha, tu, 

stil: a let of good input to come from Sullivan.  

- Ckay.  

Earlier you mentioned the one time that you saw 

the technical responses and told Mr. White that more work 

needed to be done. Did you ever have occasion to look at 

those again? 

A I had occasion to look at them, but I didn't.  

0 Ckay. So in other words, you never came back 

other than that time and made a real serious review of those 

things? 

A N d, I did not.  

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

Ear-.Tr : asked the question if you made a 

judgment as to when you made that earlier review of the 

technical responses, whether that was responsive to the 

January 3ra letter. And I believe you indicated that they 

still needed a lot of work.  

I am now going to ask you if you made a judgment 

as to whether the cover letter was responsive to the January 

3rd letter after it had come back from Mr. Edgar.  

A : took the position in my own mind that it was, 

yes. Aga..n, based on the knowledge that : had and rased .n 

tne :.s;.ss.:- '-' a= nc: =n:y -.- : . .' d:' :.  

:-.<or a.:-.-s-rs
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Sid you make a udgment as to whether or net the 
Ii 

2 technical responses had any correlation to the cover letter? 

3 A Nct ty read.n; the enclosures. But I did Sv 

4 talking to the people like Kelly and Iuston and the people 

5 that were in eftect putting this whole thing together. And 

6 with White.  

7 ! Q When you first becam aware of the January 3rd 

8 letter, early in the gam, did you ever look at the list of 

9 broad, general NSRS perceptions that had been presented to 

10 Commissioner Asselstine? 

11 A Yes.  

12 what were your thoughts about those perceptions 

13 with respect to answerinr.g the January 3rd letter? 

14 A : think that is what I tried to convey earlier 

15 today, that those needed to be addressed and that they needed 

16 to be addressed by some outside, very independent group to 

17 make the judgment. That was my conclusion, that you could 

18 r.et -- you lust could net get it by sitting down i.n a meet.ng 

19 with the NSRS people and the QA people and having it come out 

20 with a n-cnsnsus as to what the posttion should be wit..  

21 respact to writing the letter. So therefore what you need t= 

22 do .sto ;o cut and get somebody to take a look at these very 

23 spe :f ; per:epti;os.  

24 r:a reza>. ake.n; any :uadgerT. t-. r ".I as 

.. :.eCer FEE» Riot tr-o -.:c*:a percepti n:*» 
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relevance to whether or not TVA was in compliance with 

Appendix B or not? 

A Well, if., for example, in the investigat.cn and 

review of those 11, if the facts then supported a harsher 

response, then it would have supported it. And certainly the 

11 perceptions formed the basis upon which the cover letter 

was written. And, therefore, what the independent group 

found certainly was the basis upon which the letter was 

written.  

S Maybe I wasn't clear enough in my question.  

Is it logical to you, in looking at those 11 

7ercp;ticns, to say that if those 11 perceptions are true, we 

are not in compliance with Appendix 8? 

A Well, again, I think you need to -- I need to 

explain. :f you take a given perception, if I go and I just 

say that the QA records are not very good, that unto itself, 

if that is all I know, I am not going to be in a position to 

say whether the Appendix B requirements are being met or 

n.-. I am going to have to know an awful lot more than just 

that statemenr.t.  

And again, I need to emphasize that : am com.ing 

off of Zinmer,. am coming off of Clinton, off of Brasawocd.  

Try those three alone, which -- in my opinion, you had a very 

se:;.f.: :ase w-.'. :-=.or. ycu hat a very spe.;.: :sse *.  

:-.-*- . *: c. a */ery sy*c.f.: ease w.t.5 Bra.:wcc: A..  

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 different. Ckay? 

2 Now, here was the fourth. Where did Watts Bar fit 

3 and what I in my back history would have seen, one, twc, 

4 three, all different.  

5 Now, recognize that at the time frame that we are 

6 looking at this thing, we have not had the opportunity to go 

7 in and make an in-depth analysis of the entire situation at 

I Watts Be: to be able to categorize are we here, here, here or 

9 here. Okay? And that was part of the dilemma in attempting 

10 to answer the January 3rd letter.  

11 What is it that the NRC really wanted to know? 

12 Cid they ask a Zimmer question? In my opinion, they didn't.  

13 They were not asking, has Watts Bar been constructed a.l the 

14 way back to when the first piece of concrete was poured, a-.  

15 right? Did everything that happened under QA in that entire 

16 perTod of time meet Appendix 5 requirements? 

17 My reaction, as well as others at the tiame, and it 

1 was later confirmed with White making phone calls, that this 

19 can't be what the NRC was after. They had to know that you 

S could not respond in s.x days to that kind of an answer. : 

21. mean, my God, look what .it took for us to come up with any 

22 ki.nd of a conclusion at Zimmer, at Clinton and at Braidwood.  

23 Months tc be able to ask* that kind of a judgment.  

:4 S: wh a t was the q.esct.c The Mo:re w .::e 

C E Lr.  - c  :'« >4:,r:-r.: :: '.E- quesr.ER , R.E P crE .: ;::.se: :. wraS 
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1 the NRC wanted, was a very narrow band, go look at those 1: 

2 perceptions, as designated by the NSRS. And go tell us, hey, 

3 you guys are in ccampliance Appendix B requirements and you 

4 may not be. That is the thing that was trying to be 

5 answered.  

6  So if I take any one of those, if all r know is 

7 what the perception that was stated, that is all I know, GQ 

S record. are no good or not very good, whatever the words are.  

9 You really have to pull that thread, because in 

10 i one sense I could find a situation where I really had, in the 

11 lZimmnr case, a fairly substantial breakdown of records. They 

12 didn't have any. I got a problem That is a breakdown of 

13 GA. Okay? 

14 That, you might say, that is pervasive.  

15 We don't know that is where we were. Only going 

16 down looking at those I1, take a snapshot of those 11, you 

17 may say, hey, that .-s not a very good way to look at it, but 

18 that is what was done. And that was what was felt at the 

19 time to be -- that is what the NRC wanted to know. Okay? 

20 0 When you had that meeting that you attended f:r 

21 , r. Wh.ite with the 20 people that would have included the 

22 INSS people and the line and QA people -

23 A Yes.  

1 = -- t s=.nded :..ke NSRS was trynr.; t: ;r.- - a

S -ead«t s:7 e .: .s =sarse A:r E mE.An to RCcR ; eST=;t-.:-s :s 
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1 t:hat a fair characterization of what they were doing? 

2 A I think they tried, but I taink what happened was 

3 that they did not come to the meeting prepared to do that.  

4 0Q Okay.  

5 A They could talk more in generalities than they 

6 could talk in s i a.  

7 Did they ever do that? Did they ever provide an 

I adequate basis for their perceptions, in your mind? 

9 A I did not -- as I say, I did not follow that 

10 beyond the point of that particular meeting, pointing out 

11 that that is something that needed to be done. I can only 

12 assume that with the independent people looking at the thing 

13 aid that their final conclusion being what it was, is that 

14 they were relatively satisfied or that they wert further, out 

15 of bouinds of the area of the NSRS peicep.-ion, to go see if 

16 there was a problem. Okay? 

17 But, again, no attempt to go back to day 1 to be 

18 able to prove that the concrete was poured properly, that the 

19 rebar was in there or the 50,000 other things that have to be 

20 done.  

21 But the question was, are you in compliance now? 

22 : mean 

23 A That is correct. That is correct.  

24 kay 

: 5  
3'D' vE.. 

R£:o;HAA.:; 
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1  C Q On that timing, how did you come up with that -

2 A What timing? 

1  Q The timing that you are saying you all determined 

4 the NRC wanted this type of an answer, as opposed to that 

5 type of an answer? Now d.d whoever was involved make that 

6 determination, that the NRC just wanted to address these 

7 narrow-band 11 NSRS perceptions as opposed to, in general, 

8 other requiremants of Appendix a be made? 

9 A The way I would characterize it is that this was a 

10 conclusion that we reached internally, looking at the letter, 

11 all the facts and, gentlemen, it couldn't be possible you are 

12 asking us to go back and do this and this. So more or less 

13i formulated, this is what we think it is. And that I as not 

14 - : can't oe specific because that is White, but : know he 

15 made telephone calls, he talked to various people.  

16 There was also an issue that he raised when he had 

17 his meeting with the comissioners in March, making it very 

18 clear, I thought, in the testimony to Mr. Asselstine that he 

19 was not going to go back and do that and there would have 

2C been ample opportunity at that point for Mr. Asselstine at 

21 that point to say, no, wait a minute, that is not what : 

22 meant. I want you to go back. He didn't. He agreed.  

23,1 Do you know who the phone calls were with that he 

:4 5et t.s -*firnatsr. y, were talk.".; about7 

:5 A : zra. : ane scme ot them. a- not r : :e.  
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1 r namw them all.  

2 Q Please, as many as you can.  

3 A I know that he talked to Commissioner Asselstine.  

4 ldhein I say I know, I have got to be very careful. I know 

5 because White told - he did.  

6 Q Okay.  

7 A I was not present when he talked to Mr. Asselstine 

I on the telephone. He also talked to e Vo-I-n Stell. on 

9 the phone. I was not present but he told me about that. de 

10 also told ai that he talked to Mr. Denton on the phone. me 

11 also told me that he talked to Mr. Taylor. Those are the 

12 i only ones I know about.  

1 3 0 Di d he give you any details as to what he said 

14 those individuals said? 

1 5  A He told me in general terms that he had talked to 

16 these people when it occurred. This is not a capitulation.  

17 NH would come in and he would say, I had a talk with 

18 Cormissioner Asselstine and we talked about the letter and so 

19 forth and so on. And to answer your question, the only 

2C specifics is tnat he would come back was saying that he, 

21 Mr. Asselstine or whoever it waq would, in the case of the 

22 timing issue, would agree.  

231 And there were other pieces of . vice that he got 

24 wth'. respect -: the lettr,. And : am :ust not -r. any -- : 

: :;";t =r. . rea-e r a.:4 =f the pie es re -- a: *r a ,nr-; 
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to remember, for example, what he told me. Again, keep in 

mind, this is White telling me.  

Q I understand. I understand.  

A I tnl.k advice, for example, from Mr. Stello was 

be very careful what you say. Okay? So that kind of 

advice.  

Q Okay.  

A But specifically with Taylor, specifically with 

Stello, the only one that I do recall very clearly was the 

Asselstine one where he did say that Mr. Asselstine confirmed 

that he was not looking for a response that would go back 10, 

15 years.  

0 Okay.  

BY MR. ROBINSONt 

Q I would tend to agree with the scope of the 

response that you interpreted from the letter, the January 

3rd letter when it came in, that the NRC was asking within 

the framework of those 11 perceptions, but you have got to 

keep in mind that the NRC, during the period of time from 

January 3rd unt.l March 20th, did not have the benefit of 

your inter.nal proceedings and finding out what were the NSRS 

bases for those perceptions. So from the NRC's perspective, 

when the letter comes in, or the day before the letter comes 

-. , when scme clarifying phone calls are made, as far *- : 

:an see a.. tney have are the general, broad per:pt.:sbs a.a 
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1 they are asking for an answer regarding Appendix B and those 

2 Igeneral, broad perceptions.  

3 Do you se* where I am coming from? 

4 A I think so.  

5 0 Do you feel that the March 20th cover letter, as 

6 written, with the attachments, adequately addresses those 

7 broad perceptions? Or -- well, let me just ask you that 

B question first. The perceptions l agree were broad, to make 

9j a perception such as the welding program is indeterminant.  

10 I y question to you is, using that specific 

11j; example, do you think that the March 20th letter said, no, 

12 the welding program is not determinant or yes, the welding 

13 program is determinant? Or even within the frame of the 

14 perceptions, do you feel, that that letter adequately answered 

15 that perception? 

161 A I will rephrase your question just a bit to say, 

17 did I feel, put it in the context of the time.  

18 0 Yes.  

19 A Not in the present tense.  

20 Q Fine.  

21 A The answer to that is yes. Having said that, let 

22 me explain a little bit.  

23 1 looked at tne NSRS perceptions as a very 

24 shorthand statomiret, someth.ng that had been ;recarot t: 

:5 e a s...e. Th!at .: .s a goca tt2.a to -,.is p;.lce c: ;a&;r, 
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1 but there was an awful lot more behind it.  

2 When I say that the NSRS perceptions were not well.  

3 defined in that meeting in January, it was not because I was 
4 looking at that one very shorthand word, the set of words on 
5 on the welding is indeteiuinant, but further discussion that 

6 got into much more detail. So that the perception, when you 

7 allowed the NSRS to expand on that very short theme, was a 
I lot broader, a lot more detailed, but still not specific.  

9 IWhen the team went in and when I read the 
10 response, for example, to that issue, I felt at the time that 

11 whoever had prep~red the attachment on that issue had gone in 

12 and looked at that problem, first of all, in the very narrow 

13 band in which the NSRS had defined it. But r also felt, 

14 based on discussions that r had had, that there were people 

15 that had looked at that who were true experts on the issue of 
16 welding. And, therefore, they could 7o look at what it was 

17 that was bothering the USIRS, tell me what it is, tell me what 

18 is bothering you, and then go pull that thread.  

19 And when r looked -- and I am not saying that they 

20 did it right, I am not saying they did it wrong -- but when 1 

21 looked at what they concluded, rthought that they came up 

22 with a convincing case, that, yes, there were problems wit:h 

23 welding. But they were bei.ng addressed and that they were 

24 known.  

T Let mie digross again. Fc~r *xanp.1e, w.en V%. qet 
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1I into the implementation of a plan of action, if & wel had 

2 ' been made in 1975 and NSRS had pointed out that that was & 

3 bad weld and it sat around from 1975 until 1997 and TVA QA 

4ii did nothing about it, that would be a problem. Okay? 

5 ,That is different from NSRS finding a defective 

6 weld in 1996, even though it had been made in 1975, and 

- saying, # what, we think that weld is defective.  

8 ISo you have to be careful as to what it is that we 

9 are talking about. The fact that it is a 1975 weld, that 

10 unto itself does not necessarily carry you back to something 

11 where implementation was not effective.  

12 :!Q i understand.  

13 A Now, I was, by the time the March 20 letter was 

14 I written or was sent, I was aware, for example, in the case of 

15 welding, because I wasn't aware of that before, that TMA, in 

16 consultation with and the assistance of DOE, had gone out and 

17 bought EG&G and they were doing a fairly massive program of 

18 reviewing all the welds. Okay? And that this program had 

19 gotten under way well before White ever got there. This was 

20 something that was under way by the time we got there. And : 
21 think that is something that is mentioned in the enclosures.  

22 So I don t know if I have answered your question or not.  

23 I 0 You were not privy to the specifics of the basis 

24 that NSRS provided in suppcrt of the -

25 A N:, V was nct, 
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S Q Therefore, when you first read the technical 

responses and thought that a lot of work needed to be done, 

what type of work? What work needed to be done? Was it 

editorial or was it investigative work? 

A Editorial. I did not question whether they had, 

you know -- I just said to me they had not proven a case.  

Pow, whether they had just not put it down an the paper or 

not, I just didn't -- it didn't read right.  

a At the time that the letter was finally signed out 

and you pu_ your '.Itials on the concurrence sheet, did you 

look at the technical responses? 

A No, I did not.  

o Did you look at the cover letter? 

A Oh, yes. Yes.  

o And what does your concurrence, initials mean with 

respect to that cover letter? 

MS. BAUSERt Let me just make a correction. I 

thi-' ,,a signed his name. You said initials a couple times.  

MR. ROBINSON: Fine. Okay. His name.  

THE WITNESS: I signed it. What is the question 

again, please? 

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

Q What did your signature on that concurrence sheet 

mean with respe:t *z the content of the cover .etter.  

A :t meant :hat as far as : was cznzerned, : das 
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1 satisfied that the cover letter - and White was well aare 

2 of the fact that I had not reviewed the enclosures, okay 

3 that I wasn't questioning the facts. I was saying that the 

4 letter, in my opinion, was a satisfactory response to the 

5 January 3rd letter, from the point of view of saying what I 

6 thought needed to be said.  

7 Q Was there, in fact, one meeting wheor all the 

8 concurees to that letter sat down at a table and almost 

9 contemporaneously signed their concurrence, or did that 

10 concurrence take place over a period of time? 

11 MR. CHARNOFF; Concurors.  

12 THE WITNESS: To the best of my knowledge, it all 

13 tock place at one time, in one room, around one table.  

14 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

15 OQ kay.  

16 A 1 don't think, as I recall, because I have looked 

17 at the concurrence sheet and I notice that Gridley has got a 

18 ' much earlier date, but I think that is because he was 

19 shepherding the letter and he probably had that concurrence 

20 sheet with him all the time.  

21 But we sat there in White's office with those 

22 people present.  

23 Q So at that point in time, other than Mr. White 

24 teoi'.n you that he is going to, he is dissatisfied with 

25 those tec.nni.a responses and he .is gcing to get Cnr. :.se 
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I guys to shape them up, you don't really know whether the 

2 technical responses were changed from when you saw them in 

3 the first place? 

4 A No, that is correct.  

5 Q All right.  

6 BT MR. WILLIAMSON: 

7 Q Do you have any ide why there wasn't anyone, save 

I Mr. Whitt, froa TA, that conc rred on that letter, anyone in 

9 the upper management chain? I am thinking primarily of 

10 people who have been there for a long time and were familiar 

11 with TVA's operations, both at a construction level and at an 

12 operations letter, primarily Mr. Cottle, Mr. Mason, 

13 Mr. Darling. Thb. e were a number of people that had been 

14 there for a period of time. We know they weren't on th.» 

15 concurrence sheet. Do you know if they had any review of the 

16 draft letter or the final letter? 

17 A I am sure that both Cottle and Mason, and there 

it may have been others which I am not aware of, but I know that 

19 Cottle and Mason certainly saw, and for all I know could have 

20 commented on, the cover letter and the enclosures.  

21 Q How do y& a know tnat? 

22 A Because I was aware of the fact it was going on.  

23 Ckay? 

24 Acga;., that room ,hat I am talking atc-t, :6.ere 

.y was -= .':=ket s: thut on." adv.scrs could come i:z knrw.  
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I And I am sure, for example, that Gridley would have, under 

2 normal circumstanes, would have provided copies to bcth 

3 Mason and to Cottle.  

4 Now, the questio. is why did White not require 

5 their concurrence. Number one, I think you need to ask 

6 White, but I can guess.  

7 Q Why don't you guess, pleas.  

I A The reason being is I think that he felt tiat he 

9 wanted this to be an independent exercise, and that while I 

10 am sure he had discussed this with both Mason and with 

'1 Cottle, he was depending upon his outside people to make the 

1. firal judgment in this respect.  

13 MS. BAUSER: Let me ask a question. You said a 

14 couple times that when you read an earlier draft, you read 

15 the attachments, you went quickly through them and that you 

16 told White you weren't satisied wi-h them and that they 

17 should be shaped up.  

1 8  Do you remember more precisely what White said he 

:»9 was going :o do in that regard? 

20 THE WITNESS: Well, as I said, he agreed very 

21 rapidly that they were not to his satisfaction, and that he 

22 was going to go over those in great detail and get them 

23 fixed. I think that is what led to his sitting down and 

24 go.;7 over each :ne := these, and frsm what he ::lt -e -- an.  

25 4 a;ain. : c=:z see some of this because there were ta.es as 
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1 say, when I needed to go in an see him and I know what he 

2 , was doing, he would be sitting town with maybe one, maybe 

3 only Kelly or maybe somebody else, and that is what they were 

4 1 dong - they were going over the specific encloaures in 

5 great detail.  

6 And White was sayinZ, well, I dcn't understand 

7 that, explain that to m, so forth.  

SBT MR. WIfLLYaISOt 

9 Q Let -a ask a follow-up question. Did you maintain 

10 1 or retain any notes during this period of time 

A None.  

12 -- with regard to the letter or anything else? 

13 A None.  

14 Q Thank you.  

15 BY MR. REUIHART: 

16 C Mr. ek gqnr, I would like to tell you what I think 

17 you have told us or lust the key points in the production of 
18 this letter and -

19 A Okay.  

20 0 Okay.  

21 A Am I supposed to object if you say something 

22!| wrong? 

23 0 Yes, sir, if you would, please.  

24 A Ckay.  

25 =:  s'h ", srcr:ly after you got there, Vr. Wh:.e ser.  
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1 ycu to a meeting for him where NSRS and the line, primarilv 

2 QA, were going to discuss, as a result of that eeting, you 

3 cncluded those tio we-e never going to get together, so v7 

4 reccamenSed to Mr White that he have an outside group.  

5  At that time Mr. thite, you believed, put 

6 Mr. Kelly in charge of that effort, get the outside group and 

7 ( do whatever he is going to do and then he did whatever he was 

going to do. And out of that effort Came a cover Letter to 

9 your knowledge, a cover letter and some technical responses.  

10 The cover letter I to Mr. Edgar, in draft.  

11 Mr. Edgar, a ne: draft came back and that package -

12 A Can I interrupt? 

13 0 Yes, sir.  

14 A There may have been many other drafts of the 

15 forwarding letter between the time I saw the first one and 

16 d the one that went to Edgar.  

17 Q Okay.  

1 8  A There could have been a half dozen, for all : 

19 know.  

20 0 So out of Mr. Kelly's effort came a draft and some 

21 technical responses; then a whole lunch of other drafts might 

21 have -

23 A I would like to correct one more thing. I am not 

24 certaln that it was Kelly that prepared the first ISraft zf 

25 the fertareng ;etter. :t could have been lceari.ng.  
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1 C kay. Good.  

2 But at the end af that series, either Kelly cr 

3 somready or lcenriing came up with the draft that wert tc 

4 Mr. Edgar. Mr. Edgar came back with a nw draft that, with 

5 the one exception on the evening of the 20th or the morning 

6 of the 21st, was the fine letter, essentially? 

7A Essentially, yes.  

* That went 

9 iA Yes.  

10 -- with the tech responses that cams out of 

11 Mr. Kell/'s effort? 

12 A Yes.  

13 MQ 0 ay.. Thank you.  

14 IMR. ROBINSON: Len, do you have a copy of the 

15 1 final March 20th letter that you can -

16 MR. WIZLIAMSOE TYes.  

17 [THE WITWESS: Right here.  

18  BY MR. ROBINSON: 

1 9 Q The second paragraph of that letter appears to be 

20 the basic aiswe to the NRC question; is that correct? 

21 A Yes. The whole letter is tha answer to the -

22 M R . ROBINSON: If you are going to start a whole 

23 new series of questions on the letter, could we take a 

24 f..ve-minute break? 

25 i MR. W:LL:AMSCN: Sure.  
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1  (Recess.) 

2 MR. ROBINSON: It is ncw 2:55 and we are back on 

3 the record.  

4 BY MR. ROINSONMt 

5  Referring to the second paragraph of the March 

6 20th letter from TVA to the mRC.  

* A TVs.  
I, 

* t0 A couple questio. eeping in mind that, at this 

9 point in time, the NRC is aware of the NSRS perceptions, in a 

10 J road framework, minus cae preliminary phone calls, you 
11 know -

12 A Yes, all right, okay.  

13 MS. BAUSER: I don't understand.  

14 :R. ROBINSON: There were some explanatory phone 

15 calls that were made regarding the March 20th letter, 

16 supposedly about the scope of the answer.  

17 MS. BAUSER TYes.  

1 8  MR. ROBINSON: That perhaps shed a little more 

19 light than just the broad perceptions as were stated by NSRS 

20 on December 19.  

21 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

22 The first question I have is regarding, of course, 

23 the word "pervasive" breakdown. Whon you sat in on the 

24 concurrence meeting, signing the letter, in your T.in what 

25 was the sefi-.n::n -- was the definition of jprvasive 
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1 tiscussed .-L that meeting? 

2 A Not that I am aware of, not that I can remember.  

3 * Is there any other definition other than t.ee 

4 Lctior.ary definition or the Callaway decuicn definjtion of 

5 -pervasive- .1n your mind regarding that letter? 

6(  S. BAUSER: In his mind today? 

7 MR.- ROIISON: o. At the time you are concurring 

8 on March 19th or 20th.  

9 THE WIT'ESS: I am going to say I think the answer 

10 is no, but let me, again, put you back in the fram of that 

1 meeoting cr gc tack a little bit further from the time that I 

12 see -- the f.rst time I see** the word pervasive- in there. I 

13 didn't question the word "pervasive.- I thought it was a 

14 good word.  

15 j I didn't o to the dictionary and say, gee, I 

16 wonder what that means. I didn't go and say, gee, I want to 

17 see what the legal definition of "pervasive- is. The first 

18 time it flashed in- '-nt of me, I said, hey, it sounds pretty 

19 good to me, okay.  

20 Therefore, I did not question the word anywhere 

21 alonc the line. I didn't question White. I didn't auesticr 

22 | anybody. It makes sense to me.  

23 It made sense to me at the time. Okay? That is 

24 hecw .: lcked at it. And : don't want to make any :-re ut: :f 

25 .t than :nere was.  
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C I am not interested in a nitty-gritty, I just to 

you, when you read it, what did you mean to you? There was 

no pervasive breakdown? 

A Let me tell you what I was looking for.  

0 Okay.  

A It is one of these things that if I 9* it, I know 

it is there. And I would say -.hat is a pervasive breakdowrr.  

Okay? 

It is a feeol mor than it is anything else. If I 

take the 18 criteria, you can slice that any way you want, 

you can go up or down, this way, r can have little bitty 

things wrong in all 18. That is not pervasive. I can have 

something that might be a gaping hole, it may not be 

cervasive. So : have got t3 look at the thing and let me 

;?ve ycu the k.r.d cf example : am tak;.ng abcut. : ;o cack 
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BY MR. RZgINSCN: 

At that ti, had had oha any discussions with 

y regarding hfs definition of -pervasive-? 

0o.  

MR. ROINZSOZM Okay.  

BT MR. REItMART: 

What did it m-en to you at that time? 

It meant it was a good word. Again, now you are 

ask me to define it in teUs of March, whenever itgoing 

was.
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1 to my Zia er case.  

2 If we had found, for example, when we looked at 

3 one of the perceptions that, by golly, there was an attitude 

4 at TVA, particularly Matts Bar, where sanagement es taking 

i ,the position build it, we will worry about the records later, 

6 such that when we went to look for the records, we couldn't 

7 j find them, they just didn't exist.  

*; Q This is at giinr? 

9 MR. ROBINSON: He said if that happened.  

10 a BYT R. REIUHMART 

11 0 But this is, this is somethirg you saw somewhere 

12 else, not at Watts Bar? 

1 3 ! A That is right. That is right. I said if we had 

14 seen that, if I had seen that, if the team of people had come 

15 up and said, wait a minute, there is a -- let me tell you 

16 about the problem, then I would -- in my opinion, then I 

17. would say, that is a pervasive breakdown. Okay? That, to 

19 me, would have been a series and that would have turned the 

19 order around and we would have said, hey, we are not in 

2C compliance wvth Appendix B.  

21 So when it says there has not -- there has been n.c 

22j pervasive breakdown, that is what I was visualizing, that 

231 there were none of these thing*, there was not even one of a 

24 s.n we cas re something is what I wculd ca:l 

25 *s-r.f:r.:, *»saety si;nr.ifcant.' These are all wzrls 
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1 that have their own peculiar meanings withzn the NRC and ; 

2 don't want to get into that.  

3 But as & say, it had a speclal meaning to me. : 

4 knew what it was aying to M and I was satisfied that that 

5  is a pretty good word. W- dt at fTM ht.  

6 That didn't say we didn't find problems. There 

7 were problems. e knew there were problem. We knew that 

I there were probably a lot more prolems that we didn't even 

9 1 know about, bu-. we hadn't gotten around to pulling the thread 

10 on them.  

11 I Okay.  

12 A Okay? 

1 3  BY MR. ROBINSON: 

14 C Obviously, any written response is going to have 

15 to get into words, and your knowledge of how the VRC would 

16 react to words, at cetera. Okay? 

17 A Uh-huh.  

18 0 So we can't ignore the fact that the meanings of 

19 words or the anticipated meanings of words are significsnt in 

20 prcviding a written response? 

21 A Absolutely.  

22 Okay.  

23 A Words are important.  

24 The statement 'the overa-l CA prora:s i;s -n 

25 cic:.a.ce v:.. 10 CFR part 50, Append.x B" appar»s to e 
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1 baseid upcr two bas;.: remi-ses, that there was nc pervasive 

2 breakdown in the quality assurance program and that preblems 

3 have been identified and those identified problems have 

either been corrected or will be corrected.  

5 A th-huh.  

6 Q First question: In your experience and in your 

7 1 opinion, do you have to have a pervasive breakdewn in a QA 

I program to be in noncompliance with Append'w b? 

9 (Pause.) 

10 l THE WITNESS: No, you do not.  

11 | BY MR. ROBINSON: 

12 2 Ckay. Second question: Simply because some 

13 problems have been identified and corrected or will be 

14 j corrected, can you conclude that you are in compliance with 

15 Appendix B? 

16I A No.  

17 Q Combining those two phrases, can you logically 

18 conclude that you are in compliance with Appendix B? No 

19 pervasive breakdown, you have identified and corrected some 

20 problems, accordingly, we are in compliance with Appendix B? 

21 Even with-n the framework of the 11 perceptions? 

2 2 I A I think you can, yes.  

231 Q Kind of go through your thought process, explain 

24 :hat : t . -

25 A Aga.n, because .:t i's in :he context, a :=-:le ;; 
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1 contexts. .*, .. t is in the context of these *: 

2 perceptions.  

3 Absc:utely. Nc question about that.  

4 A No more. And it is - what you are talking about 

5 is the overall CA program is in compliance. You are not 

6 talking about a noncompliance at any given area. Okay? 

7 Q Can you make a conclusion about the overall QA 

* Iprogram from just the scope of the 11 perceptions? 

9 A That is what was asked.  

10 0 Okay.  

11 A I t wasn't a case of going back and writing a 

12 Iletter and saying we don't think we can answer your question 

13 based on these 11 perceptions. That was the question. And 

14 it was confirmed that is what we want you to answer. So that 

15 is how it was answered.  

16 Q Okay.  

17 r still, I guess, I still need some explanation 

18 from you when you can say that just because there is no 

19 pervasive breakdown -- I want to sak* sure that I word it 

20 properly -

21 A I think you need to read the entire sentence 

22 because it starts with -on the basis of a review of the 

23 issues 

2 4  Absltely.  

*5 A -- :f the issues identified. Okay? : ;., : :.a: 
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1 there has been no pervasive breakdown -- okay -- Cf SA; and 

2 that -

3 Y:u have .de.t.fied some problems and you have 

4 either ccrrected them or you will correct them? 

5 A The process does identify a problam, okay? And 

6 that they are really going to fix them or they have been 

7 ' fixed or somthing like that. That taking all these things 

* 'I and putting them altogether, you can mae a conclusion that 

9 based on just that box that you have just put yourself into, 

10 that even in an overall sense you are in compliance.  

11 C The overall QA program is in compliance with 10 

12 CFR? 

13'1 A Yes, that is the way I interpreted it.  

14 C Is there any distinction in your mind between 

15 meeting the requirements of Appendix B and being in overallI 

16 compliance with Appendix 87 

17 A Is there a distinction? 

18 C Yes.  

19 A Well, there is always going to be cases where you 

20 do not meet a requirement as specified in Appendix B. That 

21 does not neaessarily follow that you are not in overa-l 

221 compliance.  

23 Q The question that was asked was are Appendix 8 

24 : req-.reeen:s se-r.? met at the Watts Bar facility in the 

25 ' Jan.- ~ a 3r= :e:teer' 
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1 A Yes.  

2 Q Do you feel. that that question was answered' 

3 A :t was answered in the context of the 

4 understanding of what the question meant. With the 
11 

5 understanding that everybody knew that there Lsn't a plant 

6 that has ever been built where every requirement of Appendi.x 

7 A is always being met. Appendix a allows there to be 

I deficiencies. So when you sit down and you say to yourself, 

9 "do you think the NRC was asking the question that there have 

10 been absolutely no violations of Appendix 3,* the consensus 

11 of opinion is, no, they are not asking that, they are not 

12 that dumb to ask that question.  

13 Q Absolutely.  

14 A They know it. So that is why I say, when we sat 

15 down and we said I wonder what the NRC really wants to know.  

16 given the constraints and all that, and that is when we 

17 concluded that this is what they wanted to know. So when you 

18 say "did we answer that specific question," we answered what 

19 we thought the NRC was asking and later confirmed as far as 

20 telephone conversations.  

21 0 What did you think the NRC really wanted to know 

22 when they asked that question? Do you think they wanted t3 

23 know whether Watts Bar was in compliance with Appendix B at 

24 that p ;-. tm..ne, :r do you th.n.k they wanted t: kn.w 

25 wr.et.-.er Watts Bar was .n compliance witrn Appenc.x a :ase= zr.  
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1 the basis for the 11 perceptions? 

2 A WeUl, to be honest with you, I really don't know 

3 what the NRC had in the-r mind when they vzcte the :Ja.uary 

4 3rd letter. I don't know. I can only go on the basis of 

5 what was in the letter and the discussions that followed 

6 thereafter.  

7 ,Q Did you - were you sying that *awly in the gam 

* there were some qestions asked by TWA of RC as to what they 

9 meant by that .1Itter, early in the game? 

10j A so. no. No. As I said, when we got around to 

11 the point of trying to figure out how we were going to answer 

12 the letter, the first thing was to sit down and look at the 

13 letter and see what is it they are trying to get us to answer 

14 and we sat around with a number of people and argued about 

15 and forth and concluded, number one, they can't be asking 

16) this, the very literal interpretation of that letter. And so 

17 later on, as we get closer to the actual writing of the 

18; letter, that is when the phone calls were made. And I think 

19 if, for example, either through a discussion that White would 

20 have had either at the hearing or with Stello or with 

21 somebcdy else that when he told them essentially what he was 

221I doing, if they said, no, no, you are going the wrong way, 

23, that is not what we are asking you to answer, that they woul4 

24 have said so.  

25 3Y Y?. MURPHY: 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC 
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1 2 Are we saying that -- when did these telep.hone 

2 calls take place, after the letter was written? 

3 A Nc, noo,no, nc, nc, no. I said, when we f.rst sat 

4 down, when we arrived on January the 13th and we figured out 

5 one of the things we had to do was answer the letter, we sat 

6 ' down internally to try to figure out what is it that they are 

7 looking for. What answer are they looking for? 

I Q And then when were these phone calls made? 

9 A Mur'. closer to the signing of the letter. Again, 

10 I1 I don't know when. I can't tell you when.  

11. Q What does "much closer" mean? Z know you can't 

12 tell me tell me exactly. Are we talking a month before? 

13 A I just don't know. Certainly before March 20th, 

14 i okay? All right? 

15 Q And -

16 f A And it probably would have been early March or 

17 1something like that. I know that the March hearings, that 

18 was March 11, that was a milestone in there because that was, 

19 again -

20 Q Did someone ask someone at the NRC in the March 11 

21 meeting what they meant by that January 3rd letter? 

22 I A No. No. No, No. No. But the discussion came 

23 up with respect to responding to Asselstine's question.  

24 Yes, sir.  

25 ; uess : JM :rying to figure out t wa.a: p.-.: 
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156 
it was talked to 9smebody at the NRC to determ.ne 

the wcrld they really wanted to know with that

A Well, I think you need to get that from White.  

Oh, okay. But you think that occurred. You sad 
you were confident thts occurred well before the ..  

A I said it occurred before March 20th.  

0 It could have oen the day before.  

A No, I don't think it was the day before, but I 

think it was, there were, I think there wer. phone calls over 

a period of time. I just don't know when they were.  

Q You didn't make any phone calls, did you? 

A No, I made no phone calls.  

Q Getting Lac,; to this word pervasive,- have you 

ever -- during the time this letter was being written up, did 

Mr. Kelly ever express to you the idea that it had to be 100 

percent breakdown in all the 18 criteria? 

A No.  

0 Do you know if he ever mentioned cht., 

Mr. White? 

A No.  

Q You weren't present during any such conversation? 

A No.

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

Co you know now whether he ever mnent.one : :-.a to 
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1 Kr. Whifte 

2 kA only know it frcm discussions that A have 

3 received information from the lawyers.  

4 KS. BAUSERt You know that that issue cam up? 

5 TEE WITNESS: Tes. That is correct.  

4 BT MR. EURPHUT 

7  0 If that were the case in any stretch of the 

S imagination, 100 percent in all 11 criteria, is that a 

9 realistic definitLon of -

10 A I guess you are going to have to say the words 

11 again.  

12 It we say that the word "pervaive in sombcdy's 

13 1 mind means 100 percent in all 18 criteria in relationship to 

14 this ltter, would that have any meaning at all? 

15 A You mean in order to be -- ybe you ought to 

16 rephrase your question. You mean in order to be pervasive 

17: you had to have 100 percent breakdown in all 18? 

18' Q Uh-huh.  

19 A No, that would not be my interpretation in any 

20 sense.  

21 , You have looked at so many plants around the 

22 country. Has this ever occurred at any of plants you looked 

23 at? 

24 A Mc. I would -- that certainly would nts te my 

25 de..tr. :f per'asive.  

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 Q If that definition was used in that sentence, 

2 would that sentence then have any meaning? 

3 MS. BAUSER: Can I -- are you saying if that was 

4 meant by that sentence? 

5 MR. KURPKTt That is right. If the idea that it 

6 is 100 percent breakdoun in all 13 criteria and I said that 

7 was the basis for me saying there has been no pervasive 

8 breakdown, would that sentence then have any meaning at all 

9 THE WITNESS: I don't think it would Aave, no.  

10 BY MR. REIMRIRT: 

11 Q Mr. Wegner, I an trylag to get clear in my mind 

12 the thinking that went on within TVA and the advisors. On 

13 the January 3rd letter, it basically states, TVA made a 

141 presentation to Commissioner Asselstine, MSRS, and the 

15 presentation said the requirements of 10 CPR 50, Appendix B 

16 , are not being met at Watts Bar. It then followed up and 

17 said -

I s MS. BAUSERt Are you pointing to the January 3rd 

19 letter? 

20 MR. REINRARTt Tes.  

21 MS. BAUSPRt Do you have a copy of it? 

22 MR. REINHARTs You may have a copy.  

23 VR. WILLZAMSON: There. Thpre.  

24 BY MR. REINHART: 

25- .- start ove- again. Really, what we are 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 saying here is you, TA, told us, NRC, through NSRS the 

2 requirements of 10 CFR SC, Appendix I are not being met at 

3 Watts Bar. However, somebody said, Mr. Whitt, : bel:eve, 

4 that that is not necessarily the TVA corporate position. He 

5 told that to Comissioner Asselstine. So the letter came 

6 back and said, *WSGR WA, what is your corporate position 

7 with respect to whether 10 CR 50, Appendix a requirements 

* are being met at Watts Bar? 

9  Now, since TVA introduced the question and NRC 

10 just said -

11 A No. TVA did not introduce the question. A 

12 particular person on the NSRS introduced it. That was not 

13 TVA introducing it.  

14 0 But a representative at that meeting.  

15 A A person said thebe %ords.  

16 i Q I understand. Okay.  

17 A Okay? 

18 Q Somebody -

19 A Don't attribute that to TVA.  

20 0 well, as an *;ency, they have to accept the words 

21 more than NRC has to accept the words? 

22 A Why do they? 

23 0 Because they are the ones that introduced the 

24 words? 

2A TV A lid n ot introduce the words, an 4ndivicua: 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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introduced the words without any authority from TVA.  

0 Okay. But I agree with you.  

A That is good as a concerned employee that stands 

up and says, I think whatever it is. ye can say anything he 

wants to. Ho is not speaking for TVA.  

0 I agree. That is -- and we buy that. In fact, 

the queption said there that we acknoviedge that this is not 

necessarily TVA's corporate position, the last setence of 

the first paragraph.  

MR. ROBINSONt What is your question? What is 

ycur question? 

BY MR. REIMNART: 

Q Do you see where I au there? 

A I see where you are at.  

Q Then the NRC came back essentially parrotting the 

words of that individual, but what is TVA's corporate 

position with respect to whether TVA is meeting the 

requirements of 10 CYR 50, Appendix B at Watts Bar.  

Now, so, essentially, NRC is parrotting back to 

TVA what a member of their employees said.  

My question now is, if there is all these 

discussions as to what was really meant, what was really 

said, what the answer really was, why wasn't that clearly 

clarified in the letter back to NRC? 

MS. BAUSER: First of all, if you -- why Czr. : you 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.  
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1. ask him the question of whether he thinks that the letter 
2 that was written to NRC, which I presue you mean the March 

3 20 Letter, was clear in terms of what it was saying. Your 

4 question presumes that he agrees with that predicate which he 

5 has not agreed with.  

SCMR. REINRART: I vill ask my questions.  

7 MS. AUSZOSt I am objecting to your question as 

* stated because it assumes a fact in the record that is not in 

9 the record.  

10  MR. REINHART: Let Kr degner anier for himself, 

11 p4ease.  

12 .MS. BAUSER: No. I an making an objection.  
13  MR. ROBINSON: What she is saying you have said 
14 something that nobody has said before.  

15  K S. BAUSERI Tou have made a presumption in your 

16 question.  

17 BY MR. REINHARTt 

18 0 Mr. Wegner, if TVA had a lot of oral 

19 clarifications to what they thought NRC really meant, why 

20 wasn't that clarified in the March 20th letter? 

21 MS. BAUSER» Why wasn't what clarified in the 

22 March 20th letter? You mean why didn't they recite all of 

2j the discussions that they had with the NRC? 

24 y R. RE:NHART: I am asking Mr. Wegner.  

25 MS. BAL'SER: don't understand your questicn. As 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.  
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1 long as I don't understand it, I am objecting to it. I am 

2 going to direct the witness not to answer the question until 

3 you ask a clear question, Mr. Reinhart. That is the reason 

4 that I am here.  

5 BY MR. RZINRART: 

6 Q Mr. Wegner -

7 MR. MURPTYs Let interject something. I don't 

I object to anyone objecting to any type of question. I mean 

9 that is what you are here for. But first I would hope that 

a1 that is not clear to Mr. Wegner. Whether it is clear 

11 specifically, I mean, I an not objecting that you can't say 

12 that -- ask us to reword the question, but there should be 

13 something in his mind that if we say, I don't see, if we make 

14 some assumption that is not true, you know, something, I 

15 think that is a fLae objection. That is the issue.  

16 MS. BAUSERs That is what I object to.  

17 MR. ROSINSONt We have not been bothering 

18 questions and you know that. However, Mr. Reinhart has the 

19 facility for stating things in a question that haven't been 

20 established and if he wants to say -- I an not being finiccy 

21 like in a courtroom, but you are compiling a record out of 

22 which somebody is going to read this transcript and our job 

23 is not to object, our job is to help make that record clear 

24 - is no ambiguity. We don't want any charges te.ng 

25 ma. .. aLn»st any of our clients based upon an ur.clear reczrd.  

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.  
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All that she has done is said, ask your question 

and go ahead and do it. But don't ask it and presuppose 

something without asking whether he agrees. And what 

Kr. Reinhart is saying is that the letter doesn't set forth 

certain clarifications. For all we know, Mr. Wegner would 

say, it does set forth the limitations and it is clear. But 

he hasn't allowed him to do that by virtue of his question.  

So he says, why didn't it set forth he liMiaLtations? rather 

than asking him, are the limitatic-s set forth in the 

letter? Then we know, then we ci.i take it from there.  

It is not a matter of be.ng tricky. We haven't 

objected to other questions or yours and even to most. of his, 

but whether he does that, that is going to lead to a 

screwed-up record and it is not in your interest. .t is not 

in TVA's interest to have a scrwed-up record. That is all 

that we are objecting to. It is very staple. That is what 

she has been asking him. It he has a rat. Akable facility for 

being 'inable to do that, help him. I have helped 4s just 

now I have told him how to do it.  

MS. BAUSERs I thought I did. I said if you want 

to ask the predicate of your question, then you can get into 

the second part of your questicn, but you can't ask the 

second part until you ask the first part which he is not 

Apparently willing to do.  

M.R. RCB:NSCN: We don't want a witness berng 
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tricked. A am not saying he is doing iL daliberatelv.  

!R- HuPfTM: &f a question ike that is asked, Z 

aMa-, and : sa throug a fw of these things, ther* .s 

nothing to peinacL y7M tram clarifying it. If he gves an 

an-r, say, then yoa ask yoar qmestion. This, this, this, 

ed got a clarification.  

MR. aOUBOM r Ut we canB do that, we ll do 

that. The Lans imn't to got an objcttam. 2ht is what ams 

has been doing.  

aS. AUSE t I am not trying to keep his ftrm 

as Aering Smtng a ig. view is that it I se a question 

whNich on its face to is going to lead to a scrwed-up 

asmetr», I an going to catch the question at the time.  

Sfometimes here is a question wtc is not as clear as it 

could be, but I think it is probably clear and then still the 

witness y be coafused and that is when I ometime--s seek 

cLariLicai.ons. But what Mr. Charnoff has said, which I 

agree with completely, is that Reinhart asks questions which 

to - there is no wy to anrs thea clearly. I don' t even 

understand halt the time what the question is. a s not 

And, therefore, it is my natural inclinactin t: 

say, pesse rephrase your quesLton so that we can get a c:ear 

i'zes anr. Ir* :*ear answer t: Z6e qutestin. A.d : t.n: 
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1  MR - ROBn BI: In all fairness, what r. Raithart 

2 ha been doing has been aying, I - askian my question. a, 

3 is not try.ig to accI mmdate.  

4 MS. BASER: B says -tough lck.  

5  MR. MORPrt Ir don't want your client answering 

6 any questions that he has a poblem with.  

7 M M. ROBIRSMs: ft have not objected to your line 

Sof questioning.  

9  MR-. MURPHYT: Smwtins I don't hear your client 

10 saying he doesn't understand the question.  

11 MR. R OBIMSOW: Because we have told his not to.  

12 We have told him that when wa object, he is not to answer the 

13 , question. And that is approprtate. te have told him that in 

14 preparing him for this interview; that is correct.  

15 MR - MURPHY: Whether ha understands the question 

16 I or not.  

17 i MR. ROBINSON: If wa hink the record is unclear, 

18 we are going to try s amake the record clear before he 

19 answars. We are not going to stop. I have an agrement with 

20 TVA that I have told Ben Hayes we are not going to stop any 

21 line of questioning in these intrviews. And we have not 

22 done so. What w have done is asked hia to clarify the 

23 question. But in response, Kr. Reinhart in his way says, : 

24 have asked the question. Ignoring the objection. We can 

25 detaze that as :: wehethr that is proper. 'at .s a:- we are 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 trying to do. t are not stopping ad we have gone through a 

2 n m r of these. W wilU stop questions and have tried to 

3 get it clarified. That is all that Debbie has tried to do 

4 and all you have to do is tell Mr. Reinhart, let's work out 

5 the question.  

6 R. wtLLm.M aSOs k the question.  

7 By MR. RI, Ut: 

S 0 Kr. wagner, w will go through this by the 

9 numbers.  

10 I The January 3rd letter frie Kr. Denton that 

11; !r. Eisenhut signed to Mr. Parris asked a question, you are 

12 requested to furnish under oath or affirmation TVA' s 

13 corporate position with respect to whether or not 10 CFR 50, 

14 Appendix B requirmnts are being met at Watts Bar facility? 

15 1 The letter that TA responded with did not say, we are or we 

16j are not meting the reguirments of 10 CYR 50, Appendix a.  

17 j Why did it not answer that question as asked? 

1 8  A The reason it didn't was because when we looked at 

19 this letter, it was not clear to as what exactly the IRC 

20 what do they really want that question answered? ascause if 

21 you wanted to answer that question in the very literal sense, 

22 it would have been a very simple letter because it would have ' 

23 been a letter that any utility could answer in any given day 

24 of the week that you are never in fu1l, total ccmp.-ance wv.s 

25 al-- t.e reqr.:ements cf Appendix B. There is no pla:r.  
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anywhere that at any given aomant is in full capliance.  

Reasoning, that couldn't be what the MRC is asking 

us. Okay? 

G Okay.  

A So, therefore, we sat down and said, I wonder what 

it is that they really want to know. What would they really 

be interested in knowing. And that was a very difficult 

question to answer.  

Q Then when TWA did respond, why didn't they clarify 

that point in their March 20, 1986 letter? 

MR. ROBISOM: I suggest you might ask, did they 

clarity that point in the March 20th letter? 

BT MR. REINHART: 

Q Did they? 

A Again, my opinion is that if you look at the March 

20 letter, it is amply clear eactly what question they are 

answering. So, therefore, it was clarified.  

0 Could you show m where that is? I do not am 

where they are answring what the WRC asked, nor do see 

they're clarifying why they need to word it differently. :t 

you could show - where that is done, that would help.  

MS. BAUSER: Could you state what it is yon think 

the MRC asked that the letter doesn't respond to.  

*i. RI:.nHAR": No, : can', because 77A .s te:.-* 

me ey the. ones that can't answer it th way t .s 
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1 i written. I am asking 

2 i S. BAUSER: If they can't answer it the wy it is 

3 written, then they did't answer it the way it was writte..  

4 M(. EOnalOmIt mExcn . let's cut through 

s this. The clarification, I think mr. Wtegner will say -

f Mr. ragner, is it true that the clarification appears at the 

7 beginning of the secod paragraph to that ettsr with all of 

* the conditions? 

9 \THE WTESS: I was going to say, the second 

10 paragrph i what answers the - clarifs the response to 

11 th January 3rd latter. At least that is what intended.  

12 Y BY IR. REINrART: 

1 3  0 Could you explain to m how that clarifies it? 

14 A No more so than saying to read the second 

15 paragraph. It tells you the basis upon which this Letter is 

16 being written. Okay? 

1 7  0 1 don't see an answr to the January 3rd letter as 

18 written.  

19 it. MROB1SON: That is the dispute, excuse Me.  

20 Isn't that the dispute? Aren't we going over this 13 trews? 

21 Cbviously, what has beren said here is he thinks the question 

22 is broader than what TVA thought it was answering. TVA 

23 thInks that it has set out a question that it was answer.In 

24 whch may .cr ft as brcad as what Sr. Re;nhart ch-rs ;t 

25 was. Tha .s :.e .ffTrence.  
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1 Yu: can ask it a dozen different Ways and you 

2 n't agree and he is going to say, we put the cnfditions in 

3 which liit the scoCe of the question that we were 

4 answering. That is the dispute. It you went to call that a 

5 false statement, call it that. If you don't want to call it 

6 i that, then -- Mr. Wagner has said to you, he hasn't answered 

7 a broad questron. n has asms ed a nazow question and that 

I is the dispute. I don't aderstand abat we are go99 to do 

9 here.  

10  BY MR. IREIMART: 

1 1  Q Co you agree with what he just said? 

12 A would also like to just point out that we 

13 restated the January 3rd question in the March 20 Letter in 

14 the first paragraph. No pointed out what was the question 

15 asked. We then proceeded in paragraph 2 to answr what we 

16 considered to be the answr that the RC was looking for. So 

17 it wasn't hiding it. It wasn't shifting behind the scenes.  

18 There is the question. This is what you asked, this is what 

19 we are answring. It sema to m that is very obvious.  

20 We did not take in the first paragraph and turn 

21 the words around to have the WRC ask a question which they 

22 didn't ask. it is there in the first paragraph.  

23 : C  seems to me in alL of this discussion, that you 

24 -ave leas:r-te -- =hOe. calls and cther desc'sse-r.s :=.&: -. A 

25 n1ee tz .rake . :lar.fy ... thae - inds what ta theM: reai..  
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wanted tc kc-sv? 

A To confirm. To confirm the path that they were 

qgoig down in responding to thi letter.  

Q Okay. -as there anywhere that that effort was 

made clear that there needed to be a c'irification, there 

needed to be a change in the question, there needed to be A 

Limiting of the scope, is that dot ented anywhere to the I 

that that needed to be done? 

MR. ROBI11SON: Other than in the lMarch 20 Lettez 

MR. RENRHARTt Anywhere.  

MS. BAUSER: He already answered with respect to 

the March 2C Letter. He did not agree that there needed to 

be a clarification. He said he thought the Letter was clee 

on it face.

MR. REINHART: I need to say with Mr. Charnoff and 

Ms. Bauser's comments, I do not know what Mr. Wegner has 

said. I would like to know what Mr. Wegner says. I 

understand what Mr. Charnoff thinks. I understand what 

As. Bauser thinks, but I do not yet know in Mr. Wegner's 

words what Mr. Wegner thinks.  

MS. BAUSER: About what? 

THE WITNESS: Let me -- give me the question 

aga.n. Let me see if : can answer it for you.  

SY iP. REI: ART: 

; :.-. ny ...:mte at-l.ty to arg:i.*a:., : see a 
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I discrepancy btween what TVA thinks thte RC was asking and 

2 what sOme people on the MRC think they were asking. And i 

3 trying to find out if -- i not answering the questin as 

4 asked, but answering mething else, ao narrower scope, 

5 some clarification to that question, if that was conveyed 

6 clearly in this letter or anywhere else? 

7  H S. uSERt I have an objection again because you 

I said 'in not answering the question as askeUd.- nd 

9 Mr. Wagner has explained, in his own words, how the question, 

10 if taken literally, would, in effect, be a me--aningless 

11 question. And, therefore, they understood it in a way that 

12 they thought was nct meaningless and they stated that in this 

13 letter. And, again, you have asked a question which has a 

14 predicate in it which is inconsistent with the witness' 

15 testimony. That isn't -

16 MR. RZINHART: I haven't heard the witness answer 

17 the question. I would like to hear Mr. Wagner -

18 j S. BAUSER: I will advise the witness not to 

19 answer a question which has as a -

20 MR. ROBINSON: Can we go off the record just fcr a 

21 nminute? 

22 I R. REINHART: would like to stay on the racrt

23 ust until we clarify this issue.  

24 R. RCB:NSON: Can we go off the res:r f:=r a 

7* --. te :r :ar. we stay -- the recer' Eitlaer way' :an we 
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I stop the battling? 

2 R -. REINHART: I would like an answer to my 

3 question.  

4 MR. ROB3IXSO: Did you hear an answer, I mean, did 

5 he say that, did he say that the letter in paragraph 1 

6 restates the question? Did he say that the letter in 

7 paragraph 2 states the conditLons of his anuer? old he say 

8 that, Mr. Reinhart? 

9 MR. REINHART: Mr. Charnoff, as I said, I don't 

101 know what Mr. WNgner has said.  

11: MXR. ROBINSOI: I am telling you, Mr. Reinhart, 

12' Kr. Wagner said both of those things, did you hear him say 

13 j that? 
!I 

141 MR. REINHART: I did not know what he has answered 

15{ again.  

16 KS. BAUSERz Th reporter is here. She can read 

17 back his answers to those questions.  

1 8  MR. REINRART: No. I don't understand his 

19 answers.  

20 KS. BAUSER: Let's read back the -

21 MR. REINHART: I need to understand his answer.  

221 P.S. BAUSER: Let's go back and read back h.s 

231 answer.  

24 XR. RZB:NSC1: Kr. Wegner, may I ask a quest.-o. =f 

:5 Mr. egn.er, =:.- yu st:ate earl:er that paragraph 1 restates 
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1 : the questicn? Ir. Waener? 

2 ;  THE WITESS: yTs, r did.  

3 IR. ROBZNSON: 'id you tate t-.A paragraph 2 
4 states the conditions under which you answered the question? 

5 THE WITnESS: Tes, I did.  

SM BR. 1ROBESOir3 Nw, what do you wnt to do with 

7 that? 

MR. VILLrMSOnt Let ' move on. Tou have answered 

9 the question.  

10 THE WITNESS: I think I answered it.  
1 ' I R. W:LLIAPSON: Let s move on.  

12 MR. REINHART: I will move on.  

13 KR. WILLIAMSO: I have a question.  

14 BY HR. WILLIAMSON: 

15 0 Ha« the word - have you ever heard or used the 
16 phrase 'strateqic response' in forulating a formal response 
17 to the MRC? 

16 1 A ever.  

19 Q Have you ever used that taom? Never heard it 
20 used? 

21 A The first time I ever hear" it used was yesterdav 
22 by the lawyers.  

23 i Was there an effort on your part or anyone e«se's 

24 part at VA, "he.ther a 77A emplZyee :r an adv.s:r t:: A :r a 

S :=:=r.--ac:=: e-:.;ye sy 'A, t- answer the Janzarvy 3r: *eter 
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